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I. Objective: Up to the present the development of dislocation theory ha::; 

been the exclusive result of efforts of solid-state physicists, ::1aterial 

scientists and metallurgists. For some time now they- have recognized the 

serious need for introducing statistical approaches to dislocation theory 

so as to provide more realistic' analyses for several important types of 

dislocation problems~ As a result of their emphasis on simple approxi~atior.s, · 

however, they have attempted to treat statistically viable problems as 

essentially deterministic ih nature, by either the adoption of smeared average 

approaches or by utilizing naive and somewhat questionable statistical pro-

ceedures. Whereas, the appropriate statistical .content in a few simple 

examples was introduced into computer simulated experiments, the results 

of such investigationshave principally served to emphasize the need for the 

more elegant and informative analytical forniulat'ions of the statistical as-

pects of. these problems. What is so seriously·d.esired is to place the 

"Kinetic Theory for the Motion of Dislocations II. ~>n an equally reliable statistical 
. . . 

basis as is now enjoyed by "The Kinetic Theory of Gases." As will be shown, 

however, the problems of geometric statistics significant to dislocation 

theory are indeed much more complicated than those that have proven useful 

in gas dynamics. 

In view of the recognized importance of dislocation theory for the under-

standing of the plastic behavior of crystalline materials, the ackno'..rleG.gcG. 

statistical nature of dislocatio? motion, and the sti~ulating statistical 

content of the subject; it is,indeed surprising to note that mathematical 

statisticians have not yet contribu;ted specifically to the d.evelo:x:-.er.~ 

o~ dislocation theory. It is the objective of this paper to atte~p~ to 

enlist the professional cooperation of the mathe:r..atical statistician in t:-.e 
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needed development of more physically- realistic models for dislocation motion. 

To achieve this objective the authors thought· it would be desirable to treat .. 
in broad terms, in preference to specific details, the following topics of 

interest in the subsequent sections of this report: 

Section II. Historical Introduction: A short historical introduction to 

dislocation theory with references, to readil~t accessible and· easily read·-

papers, monographs, and symposia. on dislocation theory f~r the benefit of 

statisticians. 
I 

Section III. Elementary dislocation concepts: A necessarily brief expose 

of the minimum background· in elementary geometric and dynamic characteristics 

of dislocations that the mathematical statistican will need in order to begin 

analyses on dislocation theory. As will be shown this minimum background is 

indeed so trivial as to be proficiently developed in a very short period of 

time. To reduce this discussion to tractable dimensions, however, ffiany of 

the more complicated details, which are often dependent on the great versatility 

of dislocation behavior cannot be treated here. 

Section IV. Effect of dispersed localized obstacles on the plastic yield 

strength of crystals. A review of three different statistical treat:::.e:r.ts of 

the motion of dislocations past local obstacles at zero degrees Kelvin wit~ 

·· . er:".phasis on the sensitivity of the analys.is to the assu.."rred statistics and 

methods of averaging. " 

Section V. Thermally activated motion of dislocations past localize·c. obstacles. 

A review of steady-state motion due to therrr.al activation of dislocatio:r.s 

(a) past a regular array of localized obstacles a.'1d (b) Friedel's ap_;,roxi:;::>.-:.:..c:.-, 

for rar.dorr.. obstacles (c) plus analyses to be presented here :'or ti:e ::~irs'"v 

"Lime on results '!)ased on simulated cor.rputerized experL":lents :'or steaC.~r-s:.:::..-~c: 
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thermally-activated motion of dislocations past randtim localized obstacles. 

Section VI. Summary: A brief discussion on possible analytical approaches 

to the statistical problem of dislocation motion past dispersed localized 

obstacles. 

- . . ·~, . I 
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II. Historical Int.roduction. Although a fev rather incomplete concepts 

had beer. discussed in earlier·reports, it is now generally agreed that the 

presently accepted vie"Wpoints regarding dislocations vere first announced in 

three papers developed· independently in 1934 by Taylor(l), Orovran (2 ) and 

Polanyi (3 ). These papers· suggested that the then experi:r.~entally known 

plastic properties and slip behavior of metal single crystals requir~d the 

presence a1·1d motion of line imperfections nov designated ~o be dislocations. 

'1/.'h.ereas the existence of dislocations could be inferred indirectly by several 

available experimental techniques, they were first 11seen" by transmission 

electron microscopy in 1956 by Hirsch, Horne, and Whelan( 4 ) and independently 

by Bollmann( 5 ). It, is interesting to note that some attempts to develop 

analytical descriptions and predictions of plastic phenomena in crystalline 

materials in terms of: dislocation theory preceeded the development arid 

&_'Jplication of transmission electron microscopy. On the other hand ,both 

experimental and theoretical· interest in dislocations was markedly stir1ulated 

by the introduction of this new experimental technique. As attested to ir.:. 

h · · a· 1 t· th. <6-lh) · t'- · m~:m.erous monograp s anCl sympos~a on ~s oca ~on • eory , · ra ner suo-

stantial progress has now been made in identifying many of the p~inciples 

that serve to establish a firm preliminary framevmrk for the theoretical 

treatment of: the dynamics of dislocation motion in crystals. Despite ~he 

·excellent progress that has already been made, however, much yet re~ains to 

be do~e not only with respect to the versatility of dislocation oe~avior a"-d 

tt.e larbe nu."T.ber of dif:ferent _types of reactions that they ca:-~ und.er-;:.C..::e 

h·:..C.e refs. 15 and 16), but also with reference to two genera:!. :;;ro-:.le:::s 

o::: :r..E..JO~ i:~.:?or-cance that need ·oe solved in order to proviC.e :;;ore co:::-.pre:-~e::s::..-rc.: 

.. 
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and realistic models for dislocation motion:, . Tt..ese needed advances concern 

(a) the introduction o! physically acceptable statistical approaches for more 

accurate rationalization of individual dislocation ::1echanisms ancl (b) the 

synthesis and stochastic treatment of the total effect of all possible mech

anisms so as to obtain the net velocity of dislocations. A review of the 

rather limited progress that has been made to date on the latter topic was 

presented .in a recent symposium (17). A brief introduction and revie•r of the 

former topic will be presented in the following sections of this paper. In 

view of the limited space and time, the follo""ing .discussion will necessarily 

have to be brief. For this reason ihe authors chose to consider only one 

type of dislocation mechanism, namely that of the motion of mobile glide 

dislocations past si~ple localized barriers •. This selection, was made not 

only because of its importance to dislocation theory but also beca~se it 

exposes very effectively the need for statistical approaches. 
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III, Elel!'i.entary Dislocation Conceuts; Plastic deformation in crystals iz 

know~ to be the result of shear displacements of entire blocks of a crystal 

with respect to one another. Such shear displacements take place in specific 

crystallographic directions on definite crystallographic plar.es rather than 

in the direction and on the plane of the greatest resolved shear stress. 

The operative modes of slip directions and planes are characterized by low 

cry:stallographic indices indicating that they refer to those directions ar.d 

planes that approach the highest atomic densities. Tne specific slip plane 

and direction that first responds to the applied stress as it is increased 

is that pair of the operative form on which the resolved shear stress is 

greatest. The slip response to the applied stress on ~arallel slip planes, 

however, is statistically extremely heterogeneous despite the fact that the 

resolved shear stress is the same on all such parallel planes. An exar.rple 

of such block motion is shown in Fig. l which refers to a slightly defo~~ed 

and etched crystal of l.fgO. Etching causes surface pitting at points of 

e::1ergence of dislocations from the body of the crystal. O'::Jviously, after 

deformation dislocations are heterogeneously distributed on sets of parallel 

slip planes. 

Glide dislocations are most easily defined as crystallographic line 

L~perfections that demark the boundaries between slipped areas, s, and as 

yet unslipped areas, u, o'f a glide plane. 'J:'he consequent topology de:r.ands 

t:::at dislocatio!:..s cannot terrr~nate Within the volu.'Ile of a cr~lst.al Gut t:-.ey 

r.-::.;.st either for::J. closed loops -vi thin the volu:ne. of the crJ·stal c::::- -ce::::-:r,ina-:.:: 

o~ t~e crystal surfaces. The diffe::::-cnce in slip displace~ont '::Jet~een ~he 

.. 

• 
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eq_t:.a.l to the atomic spacing along the line of greatest atomic den:;i ty in t!"~e 

slip plane. 

E.xamples of slip dislocations are shown in Fig. 2. 

-
(a.) Zdge Dislccation: The dislocation lin~, AB, is perperidict:.lar to its 

Burgers vector, b, a fact which .serves to define the slip :;::>lane U'F 'E'. 

A sufficiently high shear.stress "C on the slip plane in the <iirection of 

b will cause the dislocation AB to move normal to itself extending tile 

slipped region. 

(b) Screw Dislocation: Screw dislocations are distinguished fro:i edge 

dislocations by the fact that the dislocation line, such as JK, is 

parallel to its Burger's vector. But it too will tend to move perpen-

dicular to itself so as to extend the slipped region under. sufficiently 

high shear stresses "C on the slip plane in the direction of its Burger~ 

vector. Since, hm-rever, the screw· dislocation line and :. ts Bt:.rgers 

vector are parallel, the slip plane is not un;iq_uely defined. If spe:;:ial 

'barriers prohibit the continued motion of a screw dislocation on its 

original slip plane, it might, under appropriate conditions, cross-slip 

onto other planes that intersect the original· slip plane EFF'3', alan; 

the screw dislocation JK. 

(c) Curved Dislocation: The definition of a dislocation req_uires that 

the Burger vector, b, be the s~T.e along the entire lengt~ of any 

general curved dislocation. In the illustration of Fig. 2, seg::-.e::t 

J..3 of the dislocation is ir. edge orientation >vhereas se;::.ent J:: o:~ t::e 

sa::1e dislocation is in scre~V orientation. Along the se:g::.e::-.:. :~::c::~ I~ 

to 3 the total Burgers vecto:r car. be C..eco~posed :.::to :.t3 t.:~Ge ~::c. sc~·.:· .. : 

vector co::-.:ponents bE and bS, res~ecti.vely. Shear st::es s<C:s o:·1 ·.:.!".::: s.:.::..:;; 
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plane in the direction of the Burgersvector will tend to cause t'b.c clis-

location to sweep over the. unslipped region u by moving rwrr:J.al to itself. 

(d) ':':."l.e force· F acting normal to a unit length oi' a dislocation can oe 

easily evah:.ated by applying tr"e princi:ple of virtual ·.wr~. Eq_. l 

(see Fig. 2) gives the work i-f; done on an edge or a screw dislocation 

. of cor.stant length L as it sweeps out the entire area of the slip plane. 

The first equality of Eg_. 1 gives the work to rr.ove a dislocatio!1 in ter::-.s 

of the applied stress ~. the area on which it acts,and the dis?lace~ent. 

b, of the upper relative to the lower portion of the crystal. It 

demonstrates that the work is Tb times the area swept out by the dis-

location,SD. The second equality of Eq. 1 gives the· work in terms of the 

force F, per unit length of a cli~location, ti:r.1es the length L, anG. the 

distanceD that the dislocation is moved. As a result, the force acting 

on a unit length of dislocation when subjected to a stress T is given 

by Eq., 2. 

An ator:1istic picture of dislocations for the case of a sir.rple cubic 

lattice is illustrated in Fig. 3. Dislocations are now seen ~o be lir.e 

centers along ;.;hich the atoms, as illustrated, are i~perfect.ly arra:-:ged 

relative to their sites in the ideal crystal. Away fro::n tl-"e central core 

of the dislocation lines, however, tne atomic arrange;:!.er.t re:::-.ains that for 

an ideal crystal excepting for SF.1all elastic displace::r.ents of the ator.:s 

I~ro:m. their usual relative positions in t::-1e ·ideal crystal. It has beer. 

co~ve~le~t. to describe the increase in the elastic strain ener6f of t.~e 

:or~~rd ::r.ot.lon of an ea;e fiislocation under an ap~lied str~ss ~s depicted -r 

o::.' (a) to (b) to (c) of Fig. 3. 
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t~e elastic strain enerf!Y over the z.z.jor vol.U!:le of the crystal remai::1s ~-

cha..":.ged. · Cha."l.ges i::1 strain ene-:::e:~ during dislocation n:otion c:::e exclusively 

due to c'ha.."lses in bond angles a.."ld relative :positions of only those ato:rr£ 

along the core of the dislocation lines. With a few exceptior:s, e.g., 

di8.!4onds, etc., such changes in st:~ain energy are ust4ally negligibly sn:all. 

In this qualitative way, dislocation theory confirz:s the eXperimental obser-

vation that the plastic yield strength of face-centered ct4bic metal::.ic 

crystals of high perfection approaches negligibly small values. As will be 

shown later, it also accounts for slip on a slip pla.."le in a given crystallo-

graphic direction and for the fact that plastic yielding occ"Urs when the 

resolved shear stress reaches a value that is sufficient to push dislocations 

past various types of barriers that they might encounter . 

.An understanding of the energies of dislocations is significant to an 

evaluation of their behavior under stresses. A detailed description of the 

effect of various factors that enter the quantitative evaluation of the 

energies of dislocations is indeed a very complicated subject. Some pre-

liminary and useful concepts, however, are gained fro~ a crude evaluatior. of 

the easily estimated energy of a single straight screw dislocation cer'.tered 

in an elastically isotropic crystal. 

Figures 2b and 3d illustrate that a screw dislocation resuits in a. 

spiral ramp of atoms about the dislocation core. Sucn a spira:.. rar::p mig:C.t be 

visuali~~d to res'lllt from :making a."l appropriately oriented rad.ial saw ct4t from 

~:ne surface to the center of a$olid cylindrical single crystal, displacin.; 

C"i,;.t (she-;;:: in Fig. 4) by o:-.e :S·..:.r.;er's vector b, yelding t;:e ............ -.: ---a.r.,.o.. ..... o 
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o:f.' th0 .::rysta.l together and finallJ" letting the cylinder relax ela~ticully. 

11.::. ::.i:.ow11 L1 Yig. l+, assumine the validity- of l{ool-:.c 1 ::; 1.:-N o.r,d e:la::;tic: L::o-

trOl\'t, the· el::.stic strain Y~, and strc:::;s 1', arc eiven b:r Er1s. 3 and i;, whe;rc; 
.c. 

G is the sl-:..ear :rr.odulus of ela3ticity. The total line energy per unit l8!"~Gth 

of tl::.e screw dislocation rs of Eq_. 5, ari3es (a1 from the long range elastic 

strain-energy over .a region from the radius of the dislccatior. core of: acout 

b to the outer radius R of the crystal'(b} plus t'SC' the .energy of the 

dislocation core fran:. r = 0 to r · = b. Because of the sn:.all volume of the 

dislo.ca.tion core, the core energy is generally much· less thar.L that of tfie 

surroundil!g' volume of the crystal despite the possibly hig!'ler energy density 

in the core. It can be shovm that the energy per unit length of an edge 

dislocation vhere vis Poisson's ratio is given by rE == r 8/(l-v). == 3/2 r 8 

1.,rhich is only slig'b..tly greater than that for a screw dislocation. Fnereas, 

the energies of dislocations in isotropic ~edia increase linearly .with G, 

they are not fixed quantities but depend not only on the crystal di~~eter, 

but also whether the dislocation is in scre1i or edge orientat::.on. ?urtr~er-

more, the energy of curved dislocationscdecrease, due to elastic ir.teractions 

bet,.;een the various segr.-.ents of curved dislocation, as tneir radius o:f.' 

curvature decreases. The energy of dislocations also decrease in t~e 

proximity of dislocations of opposit~ signs (vide Fig. 3e). ?or ~he fol:o~in; 

c~ r ~e;ar~less c~ elastic anisotrc~y of t~e c~ystal orien~a~ion c~ ~~e ~~s-

.. 

y 
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As previoc;.sly nentioneC., d.islocc.tions in a.l.'T.ost :pez-fect crystals cf 

fc..ce-ce::.tered cucic :neta.1s begin to ::lOVe unde::: va."lis!:...::ngly s::::.a:..l a:pplied 

st::"esses, C'bvious1y, viscous dre:.g and lattice f:::ic~icm effects must be 

extrea:.cly s::-.2..11 in these cases. Nucil. 1-....igher stresses, ::cweve:::, a:::e req_ui::-cd. 

to :r..ake dislocatio::s r.-1.ove in otc .. cr less perfect, alloyed. ::1etal c:::ystals cf 

t~e s·ar.1c base metals. Suer. .. efl,ects must arise fro::. the presence of oostacles 

to the :r.otion of disloc:ations. Alt?' .... ough various tY?es of obstacles have 

been identified (l5, 16) it will not be possible to describe the various 

classes and their uniq_ue effects, in this report. ?o'::" the p:::csent objective, 

it will be s;.J.fficient to consider only the p=-esence of local obstacles to 

the motion o:, a dislocation. UnP.e::: sx:-:.al1 applied stresses T, the fo:::i·rarC. 

:motion of a dislocation when it contacts the local obstacles as sho,.,.m at 

. t ·p· d F -f' "".. 5 po~:r. s 
1 

an 
2 

o_ .t' ~g. . The line energy of a dislocation is pro:;?crtio:-.a.l 

to its ler-,;th i as given by Eq_. 9. Eence, a dislocatic:1 a.rc atte:r.?ts to 

its ::1inL~~~ length. Conse~uently, the force alo::.g the lengt~ o:' 

dislocatio:1, or line tension, is given "by Eq_. 10. f...ny s!:"".all arc Rd.G of t:-~e 

dislocation line betvreen the obstacles is acted upo:1 by tvrb fo::-ces. '::=:.e 
\ 

fi:::-st te:::-:r. of Eq_. 11 is the :to:::ce -r"'o pe:::- unit length of. C.is::..ocatic:: ti:r.es 

the length Rd.Q acting :r.or.::1al to the C.islocatio:r. li::e as a res;;.lt of t.::-.e 

The second ter1:1. of t::q_. 11 is tl""e force en t;;:e d.is2.ocatic:: 

.2_~- r:e C.ue t.o t:-1e li:1e t e:J.s io:1. 

. .. 
'-'-
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-:o~ the cutting of -:~.e obstacles. ?or t"?l.e analyses to "'be C.one !' ... ere tf1e ::l:: .. ?j_e 

'!;'~ ,.,.. 
• -o• is believed to ~pp~oxi~ate 

tr.at :'or of forest c.:..slocatio:-.s t:-.:..·eaG.ir.g sl::.:p planes by 

gliC.e c.:.slocatio:-.s ::::.oving in t?-.e slip pla:.:es, ".till ~e used. lii'::e:-1 a :::esolveC. 

she~r st~ess is app~~eQ, the disloc&tion contacts c~stacles ?
1

, P2 , and ?
3

, 

in Fig. 6a, a.."'ld. bm-rs out into ci~cular a:::cs. The :..·adius o-: curvatu~e of these 

arcs is given by Zq_. 12·.(See Fig. 5). As t:-~e applied shea~ stress is increased, 

the radh:.s of curvature of the arcs decreases and hence the angle 1)J, i:1clude:d 

~etT..reen the tvo arns of the bowed out dislocation at P 
2

, dec1·eases. Ultimately, 

at sene critical value of the angle 'I)J , the fo~ce on the obstacle is j't.:st 
c 

s-..;,fficient to overcome the strength of the obstacle. T!.ms 2r cos 1)J /2 is 
c 

a ~easu:::e cf the strength of an obstacle in ter~s of the line energy of a 

dislocation. This critical force is given by Fe in Eq_. 13 and. the co:::res-

:po::.di:r,g obstacle. force-d.isplace:c.ent diagra."ll is shmm in ?ig. 6b, w':'le:::e d is 

the obstacle-dislocation interaction d.istance. T'ne resultant ...,.rcr::. cone 

(Eq. 14) for necnar.ically cutting the obstacle is shown by the shaded region 

6b a::-,d. is eq_ual to 2fd cos 1/J /2. 
c 

?ig:1re 7 st.o"\vs an actual exarr .. IJle of dislocations irJ. :~:gO ·~o\ri::g ·..1.!1Cie:r 

s-:ress betveen sr:-~a.ll p::-ecipi tates, which are bel:.eved to b.e -· 
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~r. ::~ffe,~~ :~~ Ji_s~cY"sed LOco.:.:~:::c(l .:::-J~-~~:.~~les ··o:--~ 'E:1e: P~.: .. z-:-.. ~:.c Y:·~::_r: :::·~i~"..::!:·~+~:--.. 

1;r.ich s:r.c..ll prescribed plastic strains a:::-8 f:::.r:::t obtai:neC.. 

cc::text i-6 '·rill ··oe cOnvenient to azsoci~ .. ~e suc~"l yiE::.d:.:'1g ·",r:.tl'l the s:,re~s 

r.ecessa:::-y to cause a dislocation to t:::-ave:::-s.;; an er.tire slip p:..c..:-~e. 

a~ ~ig~er te~peratures, tnerma: fl~ctuations can assist t~e stress wor~ 

needed to cut oostacles, at 0°X. al:.. of t:::te work :::-.ust be do:te r::echar.ically. 

In this sec·tion tb.ree alternate estir::ates will be :.1ade of the stress :necesso.ry 

. . l . ~ . 1 0°"' to :nechanically force a d~S 6catlO!l to traverse a S..Ll.p p a:te at ' l\.; 

(a) In the first es'tirr..ate the obstacles will oe assmn.ed to be d.is"tributed 

in a sq_uare array on the slip pla::1e .. 

(b) A I:J.ore realistic distribut:.o:t of randc::J.ly positioned. obstacles >.rill 

be ass~ed in the second approxir.;.ation. Eoweve:::-, i:::: lie;.;. of a cc::'.p~ete 

statistical conside:::-ation o:~ "the prable;::;., the a::J.alysis ~orill be "":::aseC. 

on Friedel's (19) approxir::a~io:t. 

(c) ?i:::.ally resc:.lts, accurate tc \·rithi:t the li:t!1itatio:-.s of the ass::..."":".p"t.:c:-.s 

::rrade, obtained by t~e cor:~:n~ter sir.--.ulated expe:tir.:ents cf ?ore::::.c.c. c.r.C. 

:-la..'-tir: (20,21) will be co::rpc:.:::-eC. \,·ith t!:e r;-,ore approxi::-.ate c.c,c.ly2es. 

'::~e res:.:lts of all three e:·:a.-:;~2.es w::.ll. be expressed i~ te~~s c~ 

t::e a.~ec.. o: occupied by c.:t. o·cstc.c le, 

strengt~ by ? 
c 

= 2f cos 0 /2. ·c 

c~s~a~les ~:l .a so~are Co:-:.seq_:.:.e:r.:.ly, s :-_c-.·:-:-_ 

tc 

-_-. -- ......... ~ ' ~ ... - -- ... . 
.... -···;."'0:..::-.;.., ... _.,..;. ·...: • 

·.:..·:..-_e - .·· .~-
v .• .: .... v 

-· .-. .-. - ..... -::. . -""",_ ........ __ ........... '--
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Occa.sio:H,.lly 

t!:ey c..~e cl::stered as in colC..-"t-rc~:~eC. r:eta.ls ,. '\-T[~e~e :.r~e forest d.islccc.:::..or~s 

arc r:'ostly concentrated in tl".e entangle;::ents co::rprising the cell •ra:!..:!..s. 

1Jsually th0y are r.-.ore or less randomly d:i.st.ri"::>\.:ted as ir: the case of 

solute aton: strain fields anC. ::adiation-i:r..C.uced s~ra::..n ce:r..ters. 

?rieC.el(l9) 1-.ras first to ir.trod.uce ele::r.en~ar:r concepts of statistics 

t.o tl1e !:lotion of cli·slocati·on :past. ~az1C.O!T1ly distrib"'C.t.ed pcin-r, obstacles. 

the applied stress is decreased the radius of .:t:.rvature cf the bcMed-cut 

~cs cf dislocation arrested at local obstacle i:r..creases. Consequently 

the ave2·age cord. distance, J(,, ·cet-vreen ad.j acent obstacles subtenC.ed by a 

dislocation arc increases as the stress decreases. Friedel attem?ted ~o 

r."" 
.r.~ 

estinate the influence of this effect on the yield stress by ass~~ing that 

the average confi~uration might be ap?roximated as s~o•~ i:r.. Hlic - .... 0. 9. 

assur:ted t!lat •rr.en the stress beca::.e r~ig~ er.ough to cause the di.:;locaticrJ. 

to cut the obstacles at A, 3, C etc., the disloca~ion adv~~ced to ~~e ~ex~ 

set of obstacles eg., B' etc., where the area swept out ~2r obstac:e, 

is a:;;proxir::at ed by :2q_. 16. 

of 17' for '\·;e<ok obstacles' u::-.ere n << 2~' 

acija.ce~t vre::.l·:. obstacles Ciecres.ses -vritn ir:cres.sing val1.:.es c:~ tte 2.::;Jp2..i:::d. 

P .. ccordi~gly, fQ2.lowi1:g 2:q_. l9, -:l1e· ::c~ .. r 

8 . c ' 

c s 
I . J ;·_::0 ·\/ 3/2 \CCS - -\.-· - ... ----- = 

.. 
-·~-.::. 
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.• 
i:n.pc: .. ·~ ~ne;c; ., ....... . 

•.• I.A .... v 

b.: as~:::-ib~~ to a consideratic::l of tne s~<:tistics of tl:e :protler:-". 

t'he yield str2ss for rc.r:C.o::-:~:.::r d.istriou.te:C. wed obst.ac12s is r;.a-:-.y tir;.e:::; 

less ~h~~ that calc~lated for a s~~are array. 

(c) Because of its 

inherent co~plexity no exact analytical for~~:ation for ~'he statistical 

treatn:ent of a C.islocation moving t'hrm.:.gh a ranC.cm array of local o·::r 

stacle:s has yet been presented. Ch the othernand, Fore~ar. and. l-ia..~i:::1 

(20,21) have show~ that it is ~ossible to obtain an acc~ate sol~ti~n 

t~ this p:::-.:: .. 2-em by ::.eans of a cor;"puter si::mlated. e:;.:peri::-.e:::-"t. 

app::oach co2::sisted of laying dmm 10.,000 co:::1puter selected rc:"C.o:::l:.i 

position.ed obs~acles c-· a plane. ('?::is gave 

1.ri thi:1 5% of ~nat given :'or. a rar:dc~ array consisting of ::., 000 po:::.::~s only. ) 

C..isloca:~iol! line was considered to start at ~ne bo1:tc:r. o:~ t'he s::.ip 

Ir_ ord.er to a~cour.!.~ rr .. o~e c.ccura::,ely fo-: the side ::,o~:--.Lc.~.::-:r 

effects, t:-.e otstacles on either sid.e i·Tere consiC.ereC. to ce posi'tio:"ed. 

a~ ~~r:::-or l:::laz,es of those on t'he operative slip plane. 

applied. the Cis:cce;.tion 

- - . 
::.:.:::.s..~_cs 

r;-
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fot::ld to be 

-·-~- ,-:\ ..... .., ..... 
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was reac~:ed.. of 

Fore:r..s.n 

/cos 0 /2 \ :/.69 
L o/2r 

'(; 

J ~ = I 

1.096 0 s \ 

~el2.ti~r1ship is also shown in Fig. 10. 

\o.'hereas ?ore:r.8..n and ~fakins 1 theoretically more acceptable results fall 

so::.ewhat belc~.; the cc:.:.~ve for a sq_1.:.a::::-e ar::::-ay ar..d. Friedel 1 s a:p:;>ro:::i:r.ation fo::::-

strong o:,s·.te.cles, t~e _agree:.:..;n~ w:. t?l Friedel r s approxi::.a::io::1 over tr~e r~~ge 

c:" vrez..:.~ c"bstacles is :-'ec..sc~.ib:.y bC~C.. 

r::v v ~r.:e n t v . c 
1J!'.en t:t:. s 

t: .. e Cislocatic~: lir.e r~z...d. a ter:Ce::cy to :_:.ene-c::-c..te ~: .. c 

e.::.:·:.:2.y 

-... ~---- ....... 
'--'-"" ""'---.:.... 

.......... _.;;.,_ ... 

of easy :r.ove:::r:.e:::t, 

·.) 
·c 

·_·.:.:.~ 

obstacles 

( ;.', -- -,,). .• • 1 ~ .. ,., -_, , "t.r'.!.e .:....c~r "'J"S.. ..... .-~e o~ ~: .. e 
c 

I:: c.c:.c:..:. L..:..-c:::, 

C ,~4-.L...: Y'> ~ 
I.A._V ""'--·o 

- .. - -:.:-.. C:..!...:.:."c.t2.:. . 
!: .... ~ r•.: --· .• If ----- ....... __ _ 
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. . -mecna:::cal. "i -, , 
c..~~ 

1 "~ _,...,..,.~ •o-·-.., ~.,.. . ......,+,,~~- .. ..,......,~·-... ~ o-J.~ t· ..... :~ ""v,·o· ....... ; .... r. •. Pi=-C. .. P·..:: ;-_,-., C'"·'·. --v~c·: .. ~."'!.'"'_ .... ,..eu.-~ or,·...,r.;.nc··~·C:· .... · ,_·r ..... ...... J..G.o..!\,;• \.i"~;;" ..... _..J;.;.-~. ~v\.4- t;:.:.:;, .J:'.~ .... v ..... ...-,.. ·-- ..... - ...,_ ~.A- -- .... ..., __ _ 

also su:pplied by t:r.e:::rr.al fluctuatio::s J.n ene:::zy. 

::.·lu~tuaticns is usually expressed in ter::-,s c:~ "vransi -cion-sto.t.e reacticn 

kinetics, <::.s exar:.plified by Eyring's reaction rz.te theory_ (22), according 

v' = v exp ;:./1<-'T' 0 .... __ (21) 

1-rhe::::-c v is an attem:pt freq_uency and _kT -has its usual significance of the 

Boltzr~ann constant tines t::e z.bsolute. te::::;;era.ture. T:.'le -ce::::-:n g refers to 

the additional isc-c::-~er:::1c...l and- constant :pressu::::-e work that !"1eed ::.e su:p:plied 

Oy a. ~[_err:-~al flUc:tl:c:tio!+ in oyd.er to cut the obs~~acle. 

know-n to be -che Gi'bbsian free e!"lergy for acth"aticn. 

for -:he 

is s~1o-:·m i!l ?ig. ' ~ .L_. 

d.:!.. at;~~~ 
C..IJ:plied. 

:.;nc.er a:-.,. .. stress T < 

C"'..ltti:ig 

angle 

After a ;e~ioC of ti=-e, 

so t~at 

to o2 

obs-tacle. 

...; ....... - '.:) 
\o.o."'-' .... c by ~~1e a:ppEed stress ::.s r::eYe:ly 2f'dcosy/2 

- v:.. .. 

_ _, .. ·.:.: ..._) ... 

·:::.e 2f'd.cosi!l /2. 
·c 

-- ••. •.:.'1-
~ ..... ~_o.._ .. , 

~ :_;-:_·.:· _(": 

·- . . 
-.·:.~-:~~:..c:_::._ !: .. cc.-2 c.::' 

g, 

.:..· ..... •:.:-.., __ ...... v ..... -~- ,..... -:-......... ___ 0 

as z_ive:! 

'1 

..... <;: ~.· ::. .... 

...... ......._ .. ~ ...... - ... 

~r ... e 

\: = \i ".:;/;~. 
0 

... ~ - .. -.. -. ........... - '-

'.-- --....... ..;.... .... C::..;.. ' 
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is the Debye frequency. Granato, Lucke, Schlipf, and Teutor.ico (23), 

have shown that somewhat higher attempt frequencies are ofte:J. a:;rpro::_)riate; 

furthermore, Lothe (24) has submitted additional alter:J.ate arglli~ents for 

this viewpofnt. Since-the :frequency o:r activation depends expcn'2::-.tiall:r 

on the free energy for activation andonly linearly on "the atte::.pt fre-

quency it will not introduce significant error to the ~reposed analysis to 

assume v to be constant. 

In term~ of the previous discussion, even when the applied stress is 

less than that needed for yielding at 0°K, the dislocation car. yet cut 

obstacles by the aid of thermal fluctuations. Since v 1 is the average 

frequency for a successful thermal fluctuation, the, motion of the dislocatic~ 

is arrested at each obstacle for the time t=l/v 1 -for cases where Cos '''/? ~"'·'"' ~.s ...,.. - - .._ ... _.._......, ..... 

constant. After tpis interval of time, the dislocation cuts the obstacles 

and moves forward to a new advanced position. The freque:J.cy for the rever;:;e 
i i . I: I I ,, I i 

activation, i.e., for motion in the opposite direction against the stress, i.3 
... 1. 

so small that it can be neglected. Furthermore the inertia of dislocatic~:.:; 
: I'• I i j' j i 1···.' j,. 1 .' 'I I • 

is so small that times devoted to their acceleration, free flight, an6. stc:;::;:a;e 
!I I 

at the next obstacle can, to a good approximation, be neglect-ec relative to 
I I I 1 1 

their wait time for thermal activation (17). 

Since thermally activated motion of dislocations is ti::-.e depe:::-"C..ent- it 
. I I ~ 

is convenient to express the results in terms of the velocity of C.islocc..tio:-.s 

as determined by the applied stress (now designated as the :flmr s~ress) , 
I i. , . I J I 

the temperature, and the obstacle strengths and their distribu-~io::::. ~:.:·.:: 
i 1. I I ;,• 1 1 I 

following paragraphs of this section three different ty:;:es o:~ s.~:c.~y:::c:.3 i;:. __ 

be outlined, na~mely, (a) that for a regular square array of o~s~~~:~:, 

(b) that for Friedel 1 s approximation for randomly distributee. c·;:;::;-.;::;.c:..~.,;~'-

' I , ,, I. 
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(c) newly obtained data, presented here for the first time, on computer 

simulated experiments for thermally' activated motion of dislocations past 

randomly distributed obstacles • 

(a) Regular Square Array: As shown by Fig. 8 for the square array the 

dislocation advances as a unit a distance L in the period of a single s 

thermal fluctuation.' .Ther~fore, the average velocityof the dislocations 

in a regular square arrey, designated by subscripts ,s, is given by 

(22) 

where the .second equality! follows from Fig. 8. 

(b) .Friedel's Approximation: As shown in Fig. 9, the. dislocation advances, 

on the average, a distance h for each·successful themal fluctuation 
I , • 

for the Friedel·. stea~-st.ate approximation. Therefore, using subscripts 

F to desig~ate F.riedel' s approximation 

. 2fd vp = vh exp - kT (cos ipc/2 - cos lJI/2) 

. 1/3 

(

t L b) · 
vL

8
. F 2~, exp 

where the second equality follows from the introduction of Eqs. 19 and 20. 

The significant differences in the calculated velocities of dislocations 

for the cases of regular square arrays and for Friedel's approximation for 

a random distribution of obstacles is seen dir·ectly from Eqs. 22 a.."'ld 23. 

0 . 
At T = 0 K the results agree with thore documented in Fig. 10. Whereas the 

1
5 

vs T,relationship is linear at constant dislocation velocity and 's decreases 

to T' = 0 for the critical temperature given by kT /2rd = (cos 1JJ /2)/(X.nL \J/v 'i. s c c . s s 

: ·, 
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Except fo7; cos 11Jc/2=1, TF is substantially lower than T
8 

at 0°K, especially 

for weak obstacles and decreases at first more rapidly than t s with increasing 

temperatures. (In contrast to T ' which is zero for all temperatures above 
. s 

T , TF finally becomes asymptotic to zero for constant values· of the dis
c 

locatio~ velocity.) 

(c) Computer Simulated Experiments on Thermally Activated Motion of 

Dislocations. Preliminary data on the thermally activated motion of 

dislocations paetlocalized obstacles, as deduced from computer simulated 

experiments, have become available recently. These data will be pre-

sented here for the first time in brief outline form; more e.xtensive 

·and detailed coverage of this subject will be the basis for a more 

comprehensive future study and report. 

Several interesting detaiis of the thermally activa~ed cutting of 

localized obstacles by the dislocation are lucidiy exposed in these 

computer simulated experiments. Furthermore, vi thin the limits ·of the 

simplifYing assumptions that were adopted, the computerized experiments 

present what is believed to be an accurate statistical representation 

of the results that are obtained, neglecting, of course, interactions 

between various glide dislocations that might be present in a real 

case as well as complications arising from the operation other pos-

sible velocity controlling mechanisms. Thus, these data not only pro-

vide a guide for formulating an analytical approach to the statistical 

treatment of the subject ·but also give the simulated computerized ex-

perimental data for checking the accuracy 9f analytical approximatic:1s 
·~ 

that might be designed for the solution of this proplem in the future. 
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Analyses were conducted on a CDC 6900 digital corr.puter. The com-

putcr was programmed to ley down initially 999 randomly distributed 

point obstacles, of thetYl'e under discussion, on a square area. A 

dislocation line was initially positioned at the bottom of the square · 

slip plane area:. In order to obtain reasonable boundary conditions at 

.the sides of the selected slip plane area, the original random pattern 

of obstacles .w.as reflectec;l across each side boundary. in. a manner iden-

tical with that adopted by Foreman and Makin .. Thus all dislocation 

arcs at the· two side boundaries of the slip plane always acquired a 

zero slope. ln order to deteriiiine the steady~state velocity of' the 

dislocation, each computerized experiment was conducted holding the 

stress as well as the obstacle strength and temperature constant. The 

range of physically interesting stresses, obstacle strengths, te:c.pera-

tures, and velocities which were investigated are shown in Table 1. 

Also shown in Table 1. are the nondimensional forms of the various para-

meters which were used in this analysis·. 

vinen 'the constant stress -r < -r was applied, the dislocation was 
0 

programmed to bow out between the obstacles to its constar.t radius of 

curvature, R = r /-rb. If the angle ·t/J between the two branc~es of the 

dislocation that contact an obstacle were less tha..'"l t;J c, the pro.;ran 

permitted the dislocation to cut and pass the obstacle without delay. 

For obstacles at wh:l.ch t/J was greater than t/J c, however, it was C.e::na::C.eC. 

that the dislocation remain arrested at that point for the tir:-~e inte:::--

val needed to assure the~al activation past that obstacle. For eac~ 

new configuration of the dislocation as it swept across tr.e slip pla:-.e, 



leLgth 

area 

velocity 

stress 

ter:.perature 

obstacle strength 
(relative) 

where, 

SY?-1301 

A 

t 

v 

'[ 

T 

cos ;tJ /2 c . 

.. 2 
L = average area per obstacle 
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TABLE I 

NO:r."DD!ENSim~AL FO?~-! 

\It 

v/L \1. 
s 

TL b/2r 
s 

2rd/kT 
_____ .... ___ _ 

v = atter:J.pt freq_uency (constant) 

r = line.· tension (constant) 

d = width of rectangular force 

~ = Boltz~~~n constant 

T = absolute zero flow stress 
0 

displacement diagram 

LBL-130 

0.2't -0.8-r 
0 0 

as needed 

~9,.675,.45,.325 
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the remaining wait~time for ~ successful thermal fluctuation was deter-

mined for each obstacle contacted by the dislocation.line. Thus the 

next oostacle to be cut by the dislocation could be identified as that 

for which the remaining time. of wait was the least. Each time one ob-

~·.;.;;...;_-= ·.;;;...;, c\.:.t the value of 1Ji, for the two adjacent obstacles, changed.· 

Adjacent obstacles, at which the ~values became less than ~c' were cut 

without additional delay as demanded by the program .design. Dependent 

on the obstacle· strengths and applied stresses,' a series of adjacent 

obstacles would freq_uently be "unzipped" following some thermally act- _ 

ivated cuttings. After determining the new dislocation position the 

residual times of wait for all obstacles.· contacted by the dislocation 

were redetermined to identify that obstacl~ among those now contacted 

which would be first cut. 

The determination of the residual time for thermally activated cut-

ting of an obstacle was based on the appropriate extrapolation of Eq_. 21 

for the case where g = 2fd (cosiJI /2- cosljl/2) is a function of time, c . 

since coslji/2 might decrease with time. The previouslY adopted deter-

ministic interpretation of Eq_. 21 is retained for this extrapolation so 

that the total wait. timet, following contact between the dislocation 

and an obstacle at t = o ~ for a successful thermal fluctua-.;ion is given 

py, 

t 
l = f \) 

·o 
exp-2fd( cos.·;J; /2 - cos ~Ji/2 )dt 

kT . · 
(2~) 

For cases where cos ~Ji/ 2 remains const~t this express~on red~ces to ~::e 

sir.ple case o:;i ven by Eq_. 21, where v' = 1/t. 
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A more convenient form of Eq. (24) can readily be forr.J.Ulated so as 

to permit direct evaluation of the residual wait tioes for all obstacles 

contacted by a dislocation. line. C . d ' .... . . . h. . . t,__ . th ons1 er tne vlme a-c w. 1cn •• e J 

activation has just been completed. The dislocation will then have c<.:.t 

by ther:w.al activation j obstacles and may have cut additional obstacles 

by "unzipping". Assume that the p th obstacle :1ow on the dislocation was 

f . t t . d t th . th t . t . h . . 1rs con acte a e 1 . ac 1va 1on were l<J. Therefore, for each 

obstacle p on the 'dislocation line, according to Eq. 24, 

n=j+l 2fd 
1 = ~ v (llt) exp---;-,:;:;-( cos tJ; /2 - cos 1lJ /2) 

n=i+l p,n. K.l. c p,n 
Eq. (25) 

Eq. 25.gives the residual wait times, (llt)p,j+l for each obstacle p on 

the dislocation line from which the minimum value ca.'l be deternined and 

that obstacle cut by the dislocation can be identified. In this manner 

the dislocation moves 'in a point by point fashion through the array. As 

the dislocation approaches the top of the array the experiment is termi-

' . . 

nated. During the dislocation motion the area swept out by the dislo-

cation ar.d the total elapsed time are tabulated as shown in Fig. 12. 

The average dislocation velocity is t~~en to be the slope of .._, 
vne area 

vs. time C.ata divided_by the projected dislocation length. 

Initially twelve different randomly selected arrays .of 999 obstacles 

each 1-rere exa::J.ined to ascertain iv:C:ether ·this m.::1ber of obstacles vras 

su~ficient to provide representative average results. Tne cr~teric~ of· 

the aver2.,;e dislocation velocity i·ras e:1ployed for tl::is eval:c:at:.cr .. 

~reli::.ina~ results showed tl::at tne variatior:s in c.:.slocat:.on "".re:..c-
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stress and also for high values of the stress, especially at high ob-

stacle strengths~ For val;.J.es of 1'1 b/2f le.ss than 0. 05 the radius of . s . 

curvatuYe of the dislocation became so large that in so~e r~gions the 

dislocu.tion subtended only a few obstacles within the slip plane area. 

Under these conditions many more tha."l the selected 999 o"bstacles are 

required to. obtain a good.. sa::-.pling. Consequently for the data reported 

here only stresses above 1'1 b/2f = 0.05 were investigated; although the 
s 

variance in dislocation velocities was large over all conditions 

tested especially at high stresses,· 1'1 b/2f, and at high cbstacle s . 

strengths, cos·tjJ /2, it was not deemed to be excessive. c 

In order to·provide a-reasonably accurate and common basis for 

comparing the effect of the various factors, that specific array a':long 

the twelve was selected for detailed evaluation which gave about the 

:r.1ea.'1 dislocation velocity for the rather stringent conditions o:~ 

cos t;; /2 = 0.9 a.nd T/1' = 0.8. Therefore the data reported here, c 0 

although.they may be of somewhat questionable absolute accuracy, never-

theless· should provide reasonably good internal consistency regarding 

the e!fects of obstacle strt::ngths, stress, and ter.:.:?eratur-e on the 

dislocation velocity since all reported. data. refer to one sor.:.e;·rhat 

average rando!'J. ·array of obstacles. 

'i·::~.en the stress is first applied, the dislocation advances 

inst.a::·caneousl~' so as to contact a series of obst.acles i::. "zero" 

\ . : 

ti::;e. _r. contrast, durint; t!'.e :~ollmrinc:£ ste..;es of s:.ead:r-s-:a:~..:: 
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at different times. This suggested that in order to provid~ for the 

a:;rprop:riate steady-state initial conditions, t!'le dislocation ::mst ce 
.J 

per::1i :.ted -co advance past the first set of co::.tacted o0stacl.es before 

a."ly acc'.lrate ·evaluation of the dislocation velocity in terrr~s of 

elapsed. ti::1e and area s-w·ept out might be :::1ade. It was found, however, 

that the dislocation velocities calculated ;.ri thout correction scatterE:d 

on either side of those for which corrections for the initial conditions 

were made. It appears that in large measure this observation :::::.ight be 

attributed to variation in the velocity of the dislocation as it 

travels over the slip pl~"le; evidently this variation is greater than 

the ,effects of·the initial conditions. Undoubtedly this anc:::~aly could 

be resolved by employing .a much greater nu.'!:ber of obstacles. For the 

present inte:1t, ho1-rever, it was considered not to be too serious to 

neglect corrections for initial conditions. 

The Vista Syste:r. of the CDC 6600 cor.:puter per:rri tted d:i.rect viewing 

of t!"le dislocation. moving by thermal activation through a for·est of 

obstacles. Several interestir.g features o:f ther:n.ally activated dislocatio:1 

:::::.otion were recorded in a movie which is described in the appendix c~ 

this report. The Vista System was also extre~ely helpful in formulating 

.. t: ~ ~ . fi . , • a..'1c. '""eoug.:;lng -cn1s program. 

Over· re.;ior.s ~orhere obstac:::..es Here greater tha:::-;. the average dista:::ce 

c.part the 

o:~ 

C..islocc.tion speeC..eC.. up c.r.d it slo',reC..· d61o.r:1 whe~·e t!:.e 

obstacles (c~s ~ /2 = :) 
·c 
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and hiah auplied stresses ( -r /-r > • 8) the dislocation w.ould ter.d to 
~ ~ . 0 

encircle regions :::nore densely populated with obstacles and the positive 

a:1d negative branches of the e::circling dislocation wouJ.d annihilate 

each other leaving a: closed C..isl.ocation loop behind. Such dislocation 

loops eventually disappeared due to therr.1al activation a."ld. self anni:-.. il-

ation. Fig. 13 shows a dislocation ir. the early stE:.ges of rr.otion thro'...l.gh 

a ra:1dom. array from which a closed loop has: been lef.t behind. Z"le 

dark tria!'lgle in Fig. 13 (at a."l obstacle or. the loop) denotes that 

obstacle which is going to be cut next by the~~ activation. To aiC.. 

i~ debugging the progra..":l. and to follow the .history of each obstacle 

during the 1::.otion of the dislocation over the slip plane, their 

vertical coordinates were usually pr;:;gra.rr.med to reduce to zero regard..; 

less of whether they •rere cut as a result of t!ler::r..al activation cr 

unzi:pping. The program ,.-as thus observed to be faulty whe:r"ever 

isolat'ed obstacle points that were not encircled by a closed dislocaticr. 

loop •rere left on the traversed slip plane. 

A hasty guess :!:.ight suggest that the seq_uence of cutting obstacles 

in a giver~ rand.o::n distri"bution should be inde:pendent of the . ter:::r:;era~ure. 

As sho'.m in Fig. 14, however, this guess is ir.correct. ~"<ro C.islccatic:::-.s 

are s:"lc1m in each of six seq_uential frar:1es. T'r..e tb=rr::ally activated 

:::.otion of both dislocatio!1s v;ere: studied at -r/r: = 0.4 for c·ostacle 
0 

..- ~~ .- 4. 
v ...... ~ .... 

~::-~e dislocation sl:cMr. by t;:e so.:..ic.. 

...... ; -:---~ .... ~-.~ .... ·--o·---

by 
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'l'he triar-.. gle below the o.islocation l:i:J.es identified that point o;t 

,.,..::,.ich cut t i!l.t: of an obstacle vdll occur next. Over fre::;.es 1 to 4 

the sa·n~ obstacle is next cut indepe:1dent o~ te;~perature d.ifference:s. 

3ut i!l. frmr..e 5 , the triari.:;le to the left identifies the poi!l.t t:-.~o.t •:ou2.C: 

next be activated at 2fd/kT = 50 whereas the triangle to the right 

illustrates tnat a dif:t'erer-.~t point 1-rould be activateC. next at 2i'd/k'l' = l. 

·In frame 6 the next points to be activateC. are also .seen to depend on 

2.fd/kT. . The variation of the seq_uence with vrhich obstacles vrere cut 

was cor:unon to all of the cor:.~puter si::n.ulated experiments on therr..ally 

activateC. motion of dislocations that were conducted. 

For tbe purpose of future analyses, the unzipping ratio, u, 

given by the fraction of obstacles that were unzipped was also deter.:ti:::-~ed. 

As shmm in Fig. 15 the unzipping ratio was inciependent of the te::.pers:c.u.re, 

decreased with increasing obstacle strength, and varied in a si~oidal 

fashion fro::n. 0 to 1 as -c/T increased from 0 to l. It is i::1porta!:.t to 
0 

recog!l.ize, ho-w-ever, that except for u approe..chi:::1g J.. as -r/T approac}::.ed 
0 

l, the dislocation remained arrested for a period of time at the obstacle 

before it \vas unzipped. 

For the obstacle strength of cos l}J/2 = 0.675, dislocatio!l. 

·.relocities are given in Fig~ 16 in ter.:ns of in (v/L \1 ) as a function of 
s 

t!:e red.uceci ter.1perature 2fci/k':' for each of a series of stresses rep-

resen~eC. ~n di~ensionless for:-:: "by ~ - /2'"' T.i..l !) 1 • 
s 

Si~i~ar ~rends ~ere 

-:::e C.islocc..tio!1 decreased 
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the ~cciiJrocal of the ·ter.1p2rature for each constant value of tr.e stress. 

Althouc;ll the thco;;·cticu.l justificu.tion of tLc :'ollo,;-ing formule:.tic:l he;.;:; 

not t-::..:n establisheci., the C.ata ~gree well over t:1.e full ro.nge of 

cond.itio:1s that were inves-cigated with Eq_. 26, 

' v /L v 
s 

- c(-rL b/2r)rn(l/l-u) . s . exp 
2fd 
~T {cos ~c/2 - f ( L ·;r-~'r.1. t c. <:::: 1 j J 

s 
Ec;,. (26) 

where 

c = co~stant ~ 6.9 

m = constant ~ .63 

.u =unzipping ratio 

For the range of cor.ditions that were exami~ed, f a~d n seem to be 

depende~~ only on the obstacle strength and then only r.1ilC:ly so 

as shewn in Figs. 17 and 18, ~espectively. 

'I'l:e yield. stress at 0°K can be deduced f~o=- the co:-:.puter sir::t:.la.tE::d. 

expe~i:r~e.rlts o::.. ~her-~ally acti,i&..ted cutting of otstacles ·vrit!l c. clisloca.~io:: 

by C.e:u:mci.ing -c:1at the nu:.1erator of the ter.::1 in the exponea~ of Eq_. (26) 

be zero. Conse~uently 

T L b 
0 s 
2f 

cos i).l 12 ·1/n 

./ ) (27 ~ 
r 

= l 

- . . 
~-:;o· s:-.c; .. ;:-1 ~:;. ~_.-

- -o• 
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confiC.ence iri the no::ninal val.idi ty of the approach that vias used to 

~ 

del:.l22':r.i::e the tl:errr.ally activ.::ted !T!O~ion or" dis2..ocatior;S past localized 
') 

In ad.d.:ition it sno'ild. ";)e observcG.~hat the forr:. of EQ. (27) 

is iC.entical to the e;:npirically de::i ved. fit of· tl:e Forer:~a::J. and i,Iakin clc;.ta. 

. ,_, ,... g:.ven ..,y ..::!.Q. (l9b). 

1!1., order to correlate the· cor.-Lp'..l.ter si::r.ulated a!lalyses :. t will 

prove co~venient to define a critical temperature, ~ , as that ~hich 
c 

will result in a selected dislocation velocity, v, -vrhe::. C:'E applied 

stress te~ of the·exponential is zero. Accordingly 

2fd 
kT = 

c 

\IL TL b !;1. 

R.n { l ___§_) ~- r_s_) r _1_) .,_ 
' v ~, 2: ll-u ; 

cos 1J; /2 
c 

Eq. 

Introducing this value for 2fd/kT. cos ~ /2 per~its Eq. (26) to be 
. c c 

re1rri t ten in tt.e convenient for2:. 

= {1 - ~ ) 
c 

(28) 

( 
r~.' 
c;;) 

All of the data obtained fror;, the co:::::n.:.ter si:r.ulated ex:9eri:::ents 

- ,_ 
·_;_I ·- -- • 

cos -,;;/2, 
c 

-j-· -~o,..····--l L J.. .- ~..o ..... ~ 
0 . 

Although T and T 
0 c 

giver. 

:.i.:..;.:1er oCstc..c:e 

- -~ 
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, .. 
cos \J /2 = 0.675 co::-.cti:.l<.'t(:;s a t.:::-ibute to ::is re::1a::'(E,:~:.e physical in-,_. 
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VI. D
. . 
lSCllSSJ.C;:: 

C.yn2:..-:..ics o-:: c:.islocatic:::: :.:o".;io:::: 

c~dinc sections of this r~port. Fur-.:.:-:er~:wre , no excuses •rill be o:~ft:red. 

tl:;;;.t is rclcv;.:.:•t to the objective of t:-.is paper. 'I'r~e authors' ::r1aj or 

· "tl1ru.st concerned the ind.octrinat ion of mathematical statisticians ::.n a fc,; 

of the most elanentary aspects of dislocation t:1eory in o::::-de:c to il2..i.,;.stru-:-,;-~ 

the need for their. professional expertise for tt-.e essential future cleve::.c:,-

r.:er..t of dislocation theory ivi tt.in the r.eedeC. statistical fra."':'l.evrork. 

Although =ore accurate n~"':'l.erical results co~ld have been obtained 

for the line energy model of a C.islocation by taking into consideration 

(a) elastic a::::-.::..soT.ro:;;y, (b) possib2..e ·c.::.slocation disscciatic::-~ a::-~d ztackir:; 

fault energy, (c) the curve.:ture of C.islocations and interactions be"tvreer. 

brar.c~es of the s~~e dislocation, 

c:~ edge and screw co~ponents, s·u:ch second correcc;ions, 

s.s ;~v.en in a recent p~~lication (25), would have constituteC. cliversions 

preser:teC.. 

'"" .. : .:.."""--
,..,_ ... 
-~-

:-_ave al-tered the ':Laj o::::- analytical princi?les 

...... ..::• 
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;:.:;Jp!'c::ch to tl".e sy:-"t~esis of a series of :::ec~anis::;: is yet very inco:::::plete: 

a!".d s~ould :prove to p!'esent a wortty challenge to tl'~e :::att1ene::::.ica.::.. sta-:.is-

ti~iar.:.s. 

cutting a distri bu.tion ·of localized :point obstacles, -,rt.ich -,;as discussed 

the previous sections of this re:.po:::-t might serve to uncover a:r;:p:::-oprie:.te. 

treatmenccs for the mo:::-e realistic cases. 

A co:n:parison of the results that are predicted w::-~en localized obstacles 

c.re distributed. in a squc.re ar:::-ay vrith those given oy Friedel's ap:pro:z::L:r..a-;:,::.c:-" 

randc:~ly · d.is-;:,ributed obstacles, se:·ves to e::J.ptasize the s:.gni f:. c_a::c c 

/ 

o:~ ass'r..ed d.i3-::.::.·iht.ition of cbstc.cles as -.iell as 

-:he res~lts cb-::.ained by using statistical methods. On the otter n~~~ it 

:...s i:-.O..eed. sur::_:lrising t"tat Fried.el' s ap:p:::-oxir,1ate res-.:lts agree so viell 

Ttere see:::s to be 

the 

ccc~}ieC. by cne obstacle . 

. --~· .= ~ - -· ~_.._.: ~ ..... . - .: -_, 
\.J --

;,..._.:.;. '-'- _ ............ .., ....... __ .. 
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d.p = e (~C) 

Ee e!nplc~·-.::0. cc::.puterized expe::!:."l:::::.e::"Gs fa:!:" the y~el~ strezs tc ju3tif:r 

sor..eT.vnat a::!:."bi trary ccndi tions tha-c :.e e::1ployed. Fu~he::!:."fficre he alzo esti~ated 

the probability of unzipping in ter::1s of the prooacility of passage o:~ 

dislocations through cords joini::1g obstacles. Alttcugh some of the sta'tistical 

concepts t:::at he has e:!tplcyed a::!:."e e::~pi::!:."ical a:-.d ca::::::ot .be fu.lly justi::'ied 

theo::!:."etically, never~heless Kocks has ope:::ed -vhe -.ray for :::.cr.:: ::!:."aiior~al 

a fores-c of local~zed oo~tacles can easily be progr~ed so as to i~clude 

- ' .... (;..e-;. s.:.....!...s C..islo~c;r,io!! :::otic:: have s::.;~ .. ificc..r:ce·. 

.:\.OC~S, t~ey ca~ se~ve as e::.pi:t-:.cal guides to t:-... e for::".u2.atic:-. of 

-. ... . . 
c.:..s_c::;~~ :..o: .. c:~ 

~-- ................ 
.:~- .. ,. _......_ ::::.c- -· ::: - .... · .. ..~-v_.,...._.._. __ c: 
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strengt::s o:~ obstacles a:.:-e cha..11ged. 

these ex&.::r:;Jles by Ko~~~s (29) gave ar:.alogous results. 

An cp:proxi:-;:ate t:.:-eatment fo:.:- the ther::ially activated. motion o"" -. , a C.lS-'-0-

co.tion past a SQUare array of.' obstacles h£:.ving a ranC.o:~ :::;pectrurn. of strer:;t!'.s 

Mo:.:-e :.:-ecent.ly a treatr.:er:t of t[ ... err:.ally 

S1)ectr-:..:::" of acti,.ration energies >.;as presented by Several 

( -='"'; .:..)V • 
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Lis-::. o:~ F:> :·..::re Canc.ions· 

l. :i.)isloc:::.tio:-. etc~1 pLs in s2..in· 'car ... ds of p;J-aztically C..eforr.:E::d. 
single crystal of l•IgO. Fear siC.es of square crossecticnal area 
speciz2n are shown siC..e ty side. 

?i;. 2. Glide dislocations. 

Fig. 3. Ato;!listic represent:::.~ ion c:~ dislocations. 

4. Strain er:.ergy of a screv C..is:::..ocation. 

~..; ,"'I" 
- •u • 5. RaC..ius of curvature of a C..islocation. 

:;'.: .... 
J. ..L..C,• 6. Cutting of point obstacles. 

Fig. 7. Bm.ring out of pinned C..islocation in MgO. 

,..... 
::~g. 8. Square array analysis. 

~ig. 9 . . Friedel's analysis. 

Fig·. 10. Yield. stress at 0°K vs. obstacle strengt~. 

ti'~ ..,. 
- ~o • 

11. 

,,.. 
~c . . 

13. 

Rectangular fcrce-displacer.•ent diagra."'TI. . 

.Area svrept out by gli·C..e d:.slocation vs. elapsed ti:ae. 

GliC..e dislocation rr:ovir:g 
Closed loon l e ft behind . 
loop. 

tt.rougl-. :::-and.or:l array of point obstacles. 
=~c:xt activation at dar:& L-riangle on 

?it;. 14. Se~_ue!:. ce of activatio!l · for two dislocations a-r. diffeye::nt values c:,.. 
2~J/k~. For solid. dislocation line 2fd./kT = 50; for d.otted. 
dis location 2fd/kT = l. 

?i;. 15. Fraction of obstacles unzipped. vs. obstacle strength and applied 
s tress . 

~.: .... 
- -o • 

,,., 
_o . 

~.:- , 7 
- - .=:, . .... : • 

--. _. .. , ~ 
- - .:.=, . -\...i. 

~. - .. 

Resu::.. ~s of co::rpute:::- e;.,.--:peri:-:c.ents for cos '},! j2 = . 675. s:C~m·ri ng 
averaGe dislocation velocity vs. 2fd/E.T for a series of s~ress 

v· 2.2-"'..~es of ~ara-:-:eter -~ (se e :2q_ 26) for fcu::c obstacle st~e:-:6-:~s. . 

Vs.:'.--..:e:s c:: par£..-:-,eter ~ (see ::::q_ 26) for four cbs~acle 2~~e=--~ ;:.~.~.s 

\. .;:;.. 
r:;;-, - ... c 

fo~ 
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(b) 

EDGE DISLOCATION 

SLIPPING ONE BURGERS VECTOR 
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(c) 

ATOMISTIC REPRESENTATION OF DISLOCATIONS 
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FIG. 3a, b, c 
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FIG. 3d,e 
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y 

X 

YE = b/2 7Tr Gb2 
(6) r5 = - In R/b + fsc 

·471 

T = G Y E = G b I 2. 7r r (7) f5 ~ Gb2/2 

rs t . ::. 112 T Y27/r dr+ ~c (8) fE ~ Gb
2
/(I-V)2 

STRAIN ENERGY 0 FA SCREW DISLOCATION 
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FIG. 4 
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FIG.5 
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T = r/bR 
Ls/2R = cos lf!/2 . 

WHEN 
1/1 = o/c 

U5) TO Ls b , . = cos o/c/2 
2r · 
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Ls 

SQUARE ARRAY ANALYSIS 

XBL 717-7054 

FIG. 8 
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FOR h << 2R (WEAK OBSTACLE ASSUMPTION) 

£ 2 ~ 2Rh ~ 2RJ!.i/.2 

( 18) : . .R = Ls/(rL5 b/2r)113 

AND ·. Tb.Jl (TL b )
2
'
3 

(19) coso//2= P/2R = 2 r = 2 ; 

ALSO 2 (T Lsb)lt3 
(20)h= Ls/R. = Ls 2 r 

FRIEDEL'S ANALYSIS 

XBL717-7055 

FIG. 9 
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6. Tolsb = (COS~'c/2)1/n 
2 r t . 

ToL 5 b·= (cos \Vc/2_)!/.69 
2 r t.096 
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cos 'frc/2 
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FIG.IO 
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APPENDIX 

A c01:1puter generated movie, "Dislocation Motion Through a Random Array 

of Point Obstacles," was produced using the CDC 6600 Vista System. The 

three significa.."lt experimental parameters, expressed in dimensionless 

units, i.e., temperature (2fd/kT), applied stress (T/T ), and relative 
0 

obstacle strength, (cos 1jJ /2), were varied to illustrate the following 
c 

phenomena: 

( l) At low stress levels (T/T <0.5) the dislocation remains rela
o 

tively straight and moves in a point by point fashion through the array. 

The dislocation velocity increases through regions of low obstacle density 

and slows down in regions where obstacles are closer together than the 

average separation. 

(2) At higher stresses ( T/T >0. 5), when a particular obstacle is 
0 

passed by thermal activiation, the force on adjacent obstacles often exceeds 

the obstacle resistance and they are cut instantaneously. They are 

"unzipped." 

(3) In general, for different values of the temperature parameter, 

2fd/kT, the activation sequence was different. This is illustrated by 

superposition of the jumping sequences of two dislocations at different 

values of 2fd/kT. 

(4) For high stresses (T/T >0.8) and strong obstacles (cos 1jJ /2 ~ l) 
0 . c 

the dislocation assumes a configuration analogous to cumulus clouds, pene-

trating the array deeply along paths of easy movement (low obstacle 

densities) . Dense obstacle groups are often encircled by the dislocation 

and closed loops left behind when positive and negative branches of the 

dislocation meet and annihilate. These loops collapse and disappear with 

time by thermal act'ivation and self-annihilation. 
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